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Abstract-The partial differential equation 
(I) 
where k(u) is a non-negative diffusion coefficient which may vanish for one or more values of u, has been 
used to model fluid flow through a porous medium. Error estimates for a numerical procedure to 
approximate the solution of (I) will be derived. 
1. INTRODUCTJON 
The main topic of this report is the derivation of asymptotic error estimates for a Galerkin 
method to approximate the solutions of a class of degenerate parabolic equations with nonlinear 
transport erms. 
In the author’s doctoral thesis[l, 21, we studied the boundary value problem 
OstrsT, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
u(x, 0) = U”(X), x E I, (1.3) 
where I is the open unit interval, v 2 1, and the initial function is assumed to be nonnegative 
and in C’(r). In our present work, our results will be extended to treat equations of the form 
$+-ff(u)=$ k(u)$ ( > 
on I x (0, Tl. We assign the boundary data 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
for 0 % t I T, where C,, and C, are C’ functions on [0, T]. Finally, we choose a nonnegative 
function uo E C”(r) as our initial data 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), x E I. (1.6) 
Throughout his report we assume that f and k are (at least) C* in a neighborhood of the 
range of u(x, t), the solution of (1.4H1.6). We also assume that k is nonnegative function which 
takes on the value zero at one or more values of its argument. 
In [3]. Gilding and Peletier study the equation 
(1.7) 
as an initial value problem on the real line, where n and m are real numbers greater than one. 
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They establish the existence of a “weak solution” for (1.7) given bounded nonnegative initial 
data uo(x) with ugrn Lipschitz continuous. Under the hypothesis 
m+l 
nr-j-, (1.8) 
they demonstrate the uniqueness of weak solutions. 
In our present work, we shall assume that (1.4)-(1.6) has a weak solution in the sense of 
Gilding and Peletier; i.e. there exists a bounded, continuous, nonnegative function u(x. t) on 
f x [0, T] such that &u)(&/ax) is bounded as a distributional derivative and 
+ I uo(x)d(x, 0) dx ( 1.9) I 
for all functions 4 E C’(~X [0, T]) which vanish for t = T. In the next section, we present u 
priori estimates which generalize the uniqueness result in [3]. 
In this paper, we will treat the case where the diffusion coefficient k(t) has a single 
degeneracy at .$ = 0 
k(0) = 0, k(t)>0 for t>O. (1.10) 
This assumption has been used in models of various problems in soil mechanics [4,5]. Our methods 
may be used to treat a problem concerning two-phase flow of immiscible fluids, in which the 
solution is bounded between zero and one, and k(t) has two degeneracies 
k(O)=k(l)=O, k(t)>0 for O<[<l. (1.11) 
The literature on this problem is extensive; see [&lo]. We also refer the reader to section 6 of 
1111. 
Notation 
We shall use C to denote a positive generic constant. We use /I.(1 and (., .) to denote the L’ 
norm and inner product on the unit interval. All other norms and inner products will be labeled 
with their corresponding function spaces. For a function F on I x [0, T] which belongs to the 
Banach space X of functions on I at almost every time t E [0, T], we use the notation 
Ilr;ll LP(O. T  Xl = (i,’ lIF(., ~)~~rP df )I”. 
This is sometimes abbreviated to Lp(X). 
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we assume that the diffusion coefficient k(t) has a single degeneracy at zero 
as in (1.10). We still compare two weak solutions u and v of (1.4) and (1.5) corresponding to 
initial data u. and vo, respectively. Assume that u. and v. are bounded above by some constant 
M. Then the strong maximum principle [12] implies that 
where M depends on M and the boundary data Co(t) and Cl(t) given in (1.5). In addition to 
(l.lO), we assume that k(t) satisfies 
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for some constants r > 6 > 0 and v > 0, and that 
k’(5)rO 5 E [OM’I. 
We define the function K(t) by 
K(5) = I,’ k(T) d7, 05&&f. 
By (l.lO), K(t) is a nondecreasing function. 
Let T be the solution operator for the linear elliptic problem 
-Aw=f- 
1 
fdx on 1, 
I 
w,(O) = n:(l) = 0, 
I, wdx=lfdxt 
i.e. w = Tf for any f E (H’(I))‘. 
We may use the positive definite operator T to define the inner product 
(8, h)H+(I)= (Tg, h)tiL h E (H'(I)) 
and the norm 
Delhi, = (Tg, d"', g E (H'(I))'. 
This is equivalent o the usual If-’ Sobolev norm on functions on the unit interval. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
THEOREM 2.1 
Suppose (2.2) holds with 0 < v I 2 and assume that f(e) is C3 on [0, a] if v > 1. Then 
l/u - r&=(0. T,H-'(I)) s CbO - dH-'Vb (2.10) 
l(K(u) - Kohl. T, L.*(I)) s +O-- h//H-'(,), (2.11) 
and 
lb - ++y3. i-, L*+*(I)) 5 quo - u#Pq;,‘. 
Proof: Subtract (1.4) for tr from the corresponding equation for u 
a(u-,,+~,f,,,-f,,,,=~,,(,,-.,,,, on I x (0, T]. 
Integrating (2.13) over the unit interval and using the boundary data (1.5) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
= (Cl(t) - Co(l)) - (Cl(f) - Co(f)) 
= 0, O<tsT. 
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(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.14) 
Thus, the mean value of u - c on the unit interval is independent of time. Accordingly, without 
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loss of generality, we shall assume that 
I’ (uo - vi.,)(x) dx = 0. 0 (2.15) 
Apply the operator T defined in (2.5)-(2.7) to equation (2.13) 
$ T(u - t;)+(K(u)-K(v))=I'(f(u)-f(u))dy + 
0 
lo’((K(~)-K(L.))-~(l(~)-_j(L’))dp)d~. 
(2.16) 
Integrate (2.16) against u - v 
Notice that (2.15) implies that u - v has zero mean value on I at each positive time: this is why 
the integral of the last term on the right side of (2.16) against u - v vanishes. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that 
f (0) = 0. (218) 
We may decompose f(t) as 
f(5) =fvM+f2(5), (2.19) 
and rewrite the last term on the right side of (2.17) as 
’ (fib) -fz(vMy) dy, u - u). (2.20) 
The first term in (2.20) vanishes: 
(u - v)(~)dy, u - v )=f’(O)l,‘~%(~~(u-~)d~)~dl 
=;f’(0)(/o’(u-~)dX)2=0. 
We claim that there exists a positive constant C* such that 
(K(u) - K(u), u - u) 2 c*llf2(u) -f2(u)ll? 
Once (2.22) has been established, we may bound the second term in (2.20) as follows 
u--t’)( =I(f&)-f~(u).j-;u-udy)l 
5: Ilfi(U) -fAu)l12+ Cllu - 4bu, 
+(u) - K(v), u - v) + qu - I#~‘(,). 
In (2.23) we have used the fact that, since u - v has mean value zero on I, 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
IIu - u(I& = I,’ ([ (u - t’) dy)‘dr. (2.24) 
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Combine (2.17), (2.21) and (2.23) to see that 
;; I(u - u(l&,+ (K(u) -K(u), u - u) 5 CIJU - t#T’(,). 
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(2.25) 
Integrate in time and apply Gronwall’s lemma 
for some positive constant 7. Estimate (2.26) implies (2.10). 
Since k(l) is a bounded function on [0, A?‘], K(l) is Lipschitz continuous on this interval. It 
follows that there is a positive constant C** such that 
(K(u) - K(u), u - u) 2 c**pQ u) - K( u))l*. (2.27) 
Bounds (2.26) and (2.27) imply (2.11). 
Finally, we claim that if (2.2) is valid for some v > 0, then there is a positive constant C*** 
such that 
(K(u) - K(u), u - u) 2 c***JJu - ull&,,. (2.28) 
To prove (2.28), let a and b be real numbers, 05 b 5 a I A?. Then, by (1.10) and (2.2) 
K(a)-K(b)=I:&(~)dlrS~*~5’dlg6~-hf”dl=~(U-b)’+’. (2.29) 
Thus, 
(K(a) - K(b))(u - b) 2 C***lu - bl*+“, c*** = C***(V), (2.30) 
Notice that a and b may be interchanged so that (2.30) holds for all real numbers a and b in 
[O, A?]. Let a = u(x), b = U(X), and integrate (2.30) over the unit interval to establish (2.28). 
Estimates (2.26) and (2.28) yield (2.12). 
It remains to verify bound (2.22). It suffices to show that for any real numbers a and b in 
[O, Ml, 
Vi(u)-fi(b))* 1 
(K(u)-K(~))(~-~)~C*<~’ 
Since K(S) is monotonically nondecreasing, we may assume that 0 5 b < a 5 I$. 
The left side of (2.31) may be written as 
((fi(u)-fi(bMu -b))' 
((K(u) - K(b))/(u - b) ’ 
By the mean value theorem, there exist numbers c and d in [O, a] such that 
and 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
Substituting (2.33) and (2.34) into (2.32), 
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(fda) - fL’(bV (fi(c)Y _ k(c) (fi(c)Y 
(K(a) - K(b))(a - 6) = - - -. k(d) k(d) k(c) 
We claim that 
jk(c)lk(d)ls C. 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
By (2.3) we know that d 2 [(a + b)/2] 2 (c/2), so that (2.2) implies that 
I- k(c)sk(2d)Ir(2d)" s-2'. k(d). 
6 
This establishes (2.36) and shows that, in order to prove (2.28) it suffices to show that 
(f;(c))'lk(c) 5 C (2.37) 
for c E [O, ni]. 
In fact, it is only required to verify (2.37) as c J 0 because k(c) is bounded above zero when 
c is. Recall that f*(O) = k(0) = 0. By L’HGpital’s rule, 
(2.38) 
If 0 < v ZG 1, k'(0) > 0 and the right side of (2.38) is bounded above (by zero). This yields (2.31) 
for v E (0, I]. 
When 1 < Y 5 2, we use L’Hopital’s rule again to see that 
lin, (f~(c))2 _ lim (2f;(5*s%) + 2(fiY&V) 
clo k(c) 52 1 0 k"(&) . 
(2.39) 
Since k"(0) >O for Y E (1,2], the right side of (2.39) is bounded above and we have verified 
(2.31) for v E (0,2]. This completes the proof. 0 
When v > 2, we must make more restrictive assumptions about the structure of f(t). 
THEOREM 2.2 
Let 1 be an integer greater than 2. Suppose k(t) is a C*‘-’ function such that (2.2) holds for 
some v E (2(1- 2), 2(f - l)]. Assume that f(5) satisfies 
f”‘(O) = 0 for j = 1 2 9 ,..., l-l. (2.40) 
Then estimates (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) are valid. 
Proof: We need to show that (2.22) remains valid under the new hypotheses. This can be 
accomplished by repeating the L’HBpital’s Rule argument of (2.38) and (2.39). 
3.REGULARlZATIONANDREGULARITYTHEORY 
The known regularity theory for solutions of (1.4)-(1.6) is not strong enough to allow us to 
produce error estimates for a numerical scheme which approximates u(x, t) directly. Instead, 
we shall perturb the degenerate parabolic problem (1.4)-(1.6) into a nondegenerate problem 
with smooth solutions which we shall later approximate numerically. In this section we shall 
show that the solutions +(x, t) of the perturbed problem are sufficiently smooth and lie close to 
u(x, t) in an appropriate sense. 
Let k,(t), 0 < p 5 1, be a C2 function on [O, ti] which satisfies 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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and 
k&Y 2 0, [Z-O. (3.3) 
Such a function can be constructed by taking the maximum of k(e) and (l/2) k(P) and rounding 
off the corner[2]. 
Let uB(x, t) be the solution of the nondegenerate parabolic boundary value problem 
f(u,)- kp(up)uB = 1 Co(t), (01 x LO, Tl, C,(t), 111 x [O, Tl, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
+3(x, 0) = uo(xL x E I. 0.6) 
The nondegeneracy of our new diffusion coefficient k,(t), the compatibility of the initial and 
boundary data, and the fact that f and ka are C* imply that there exists a unique solution 
u@(x, t) of (3.4)-(3.6) which is C? in space[l3]. 
Our first result uses the methods of Section 2 to estimate up - u. As in (2.4), it is convenient 
to define 
The bounds (2.22), (2.27) and (2.28) all hold for & in place of K; the constants are unchanged. 
THEOREM 3.1 
Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 hold. Let u(x, t) be the solution of 
(1.4H1.6) and let us(x, t) solve (3.4H3.6). Then 
J(up - &“(H-l) 5 cp(2+y)‘2, (3.8) 
(J&&7) - K&&Z@) 5 cp(z+y)‘2. (3.9) 
and 
/up - uJ(p+yL2+.) 25 cp. (3.10) 
Proof: Substract (1.4) from (3.4) and write the result as 
(3.11) 
Apply the operator T defined in (2.5)-(2.7), using the fact that u, - u vanishes at t = 0 so that 
ug - u has zero mean value on I for all positive time, and integrate against ug - u to see that 
~~llUs-ull~-t+(KB(us)-K(u),“e-“)=(~f(u,)-f(u)dr,us-u). 
It is convenient o rewrite (3.12) as 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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The argument of (2.18H2.23) shows that the first term on the right may be bounded above 
by 
; c*llf*&3)-f*(u)11*+ Cllu, - UllX-1, (3.14) 
where f*(5) was defined in (2.19). Since we are assuming the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2, 
estimate (2.31) is valid. Let a = u@(x), b = u(x), and integrate over the unit interval to see that 
(K(+) - K(u), ug - u) 2 c*llf*@d -f2(u)l12. (3.15) 
Notice that (3.1) and (3.2) imply that /c,(r) 2 (l/2) k(t), 0 5 5 5 A?, so that 
Wf3(up)-&(u), u,-uk~(K(u~)-K(u). up u) (3.16) 
and so 
(&(us) - &(u), &? - u) 2; C”llf2(43) - f2@)l12. (3.17) 
To estimate the second term on the right side of (3.13), we observe that for each 
(x. r) E 1 x [O, n 
IK,(u)-K(u)( = lJy6*u) (k&f) - k(5)) dll 5 W(P) 5 CD’+“. (3.18) 
We used (3.1), (3.2) and (2.2) in (3.18). By the elementary inequality 
ab&z”+~bq, , abr0 l+L=l 
P 4 ‘P 4 ’ 
l<p<m, (3.19) 
we see that 
J(K(u)- K@(U), ug - u)J 5 CIp-c(u)- K&)ll;7 +i c***Jlup - ull~%, (3.20) 
where y = [(2+ v)/(l + v)] is the exponent conjugate to 2+ v and C*** was defined in (2.28). By 
(3.18), (3.20), (2.28) and (3.16), 
Combine (3.13), (3.14), (3.17) and (3.21) to see that 
;-$ llup - Ull&I +; (K&p) - &3(u), u&q - u) I cp*+u  qu, - ulpf-1. (3.22) 
Integrate in time using Gronwall’s Lemma to get 
lh - ull:-(H-Q + t7 I oT (&&qs) - &J(U), ug - u) dt 5 Cp2+“. (3.23) 
for some n > 0. This establishes (3.8). Use (3.16), (2.27) and (2.28) to see that (3.23) yields 
estimates (3.9) and (3.10). q 
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We shall state some additional estimates for uB-u at the end of this section. 
In the special case, 
$ = (U2)XX on I X(0, T] 
with Neumann boundary data (1.2) and initial data (1.3), the author proved that [l, 21 
$ E L”(0, T, L3). 
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(3.24) 
(3.25) 
For the more general problem (1.4)-(1.6), the best known result is 
$ E L”(0, T, Ai), (3.26) 
where A is the space of Bore1 measures with finite total mass. The result (3.26) is not strong 
enough for our purposes; this is why we introduced u,. For reasons which will become 
apparent in the next section, we need to estimate Us, in the Ly(Ly) norm. 
THEOREM 3.2 
Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 hold. Then 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
Proof: We begin by proving that 
Differentiate (3.4) with respect to time and integrate the result over the set G+(t) = 
{x(uBI (x, t) > 0). This yields 
(3.3 1) 
At any point xo E aG+(t) f~ 1, uP,(xo, t) = 0 so that f(up),(xo, t) = 0. Also, Ks(u,), is positive on 
G+(f) and vanishes when ugf does, so that (J/&r)K,(u,), is nonpositive on aG+(t) n I. Thus, 
we need only consider the last two terms in (3.31) at the boundary of the unit interval 
0 0, I IZ G+(r) 
-C;(t) 1 E aG+(t), 
d 
z 
0 e aG+(t) 
+ C;(t) 0 E aG,(t), 
I 1 6 Z+(t) C;(t) - C;(t) 0, 1 E aG,(t). 
Since Co and CI are C’ on [O, T], this tells us that 
(3.32) 
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Integration in time yields the bound 
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Sup 
I 0zzrc_T , 
(us,)- dx = Sup 
I osrrr G-It) 
ug, dx 2 C. (3.33) 
A similar argument yields 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Sup 
I 05rr-r I 
( upr )- dx % C. 
Combine (3.33) and (3.34) to prove (3.30). 
Next, we shall derive on L*(O, r, L’) bound for up,. We shall need the bound 
lMk&3)) +3,llLQLQ 5 C. 
To establish (3.39, integrate (3.4) against up 
ugx) = (f(Q), upx)+ C,(t)u,(I, f)- Co(t)u,(O, t) 
= I I o’ & OuB f(5) d5 dx + C,Wu,(L t)- Co(W+dO, f) 
Up”. II 
= I , ug,o t) f(t) d5+ C,(f)u,(l> f) - CoWu,(O, f). (3.36) 
The right side is clearly bounded independent of p (since f, up, Co and C, are), so that 
integrating in time yields (3.35). 
Integrate (3.4) against Kp(uB), 
-$GWKf3(u,U, f)))- CKf)Kp(u,(l, f)) 
+$(co(f)&(u,(l. f)))- G(f)K,(u,(l, f)). (3.37) 
We wrote the boundary terms in (3.37) in this form so that the boundedness of Co, C,, C& C; 
and&(up) implies that the time integral of these terms is bounded independent of p. Integrat- 
ing (3.37) in time, 
Il~(k~(~~))~~,II:~,~~~+~l/~~(~~)rll:T,~~,’C+~~ o I(f’(u )~(kp(up))upr, V(kp(Up))Upr)l df. 
(3.38) 
The last term may be bounded by 
Cllf’(~s)~I~~~~~~ll~(kp(up))ugxll~~~,~~, +; IIV(kp(up)) up,llZz~‘,. (3.39) 
By (3.35), the first term in (3.39) is bounded independent of p. Hide the second term of (3.39) on 
the left side of (3.38) to see that for p r0 
II~(kg(~g))~prllZ~rr.~, 5 C. 
Since kp(ug)z C/3” by (2.2), (3.1) and (3.2), we have 
~~~Url~L’,O. J.I.*) s cp-““. 
shown that 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
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By the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [ 141, 
II&, III’,,) 5 Cll~arll~~fr:“‘II~~rlI~~I~“’ 
Integrate in time from 0 to T and use Holder’s inequality 
where we have used (3.30) and (3.41). This proves (3.27). 
Estimates (2.37) and (3.2) imply that 
for 5 E [0, &f]. Thus, 
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(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
Estimates (3.35) and (3.45) imply (3.28). 
Finally, (3.35) implies that 
Integrate (3.4) against sgn (~4~~~) 
I, tf(%Al dx 5 lCo(f)l+ IC,Wl+ (f(q,(l, tNl+ (fO+(O, NJ +I, luBtl dx. (3.47) 
By (3.30) and the boundedness of Co, C, and ug, 
Use the argument in (3.42) and (3.43) to verify (3.29). 
The author conjectures that 
0 
IlUpr IIL’WI 5 c (3.49) 
with C independent of /3. Recall that a stronger esult is known in a special case (see (3.24) and 
(3.25)). 
We return to the problem of estimating ug - u. 
THEOREM 3.3 
Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 hold. Then, for Y 2 1, 
[Iup - UI/L’,O. r, L:-u, 5 cp”(*+“‘. (3.50) 
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(3.51) 
For the special case (3.24), stronger estimates are known. 
THEOREM 3.4 
Let u be the solution of (3.24) with boundary data (1.2) and initial data (1.3). Let ug be the 
solution of 
+ = (ka(up)q31L 1 x (0, n (3.52) 
with Neumann boundary data and initial data (3.6), where ks([) is associated with k(t) = 5 as in 
(3.1)-(3.3). Then 
Ilug - 4lL”~O. J. L’) 5 cP2’3, (3.53) 
and 
II&$3) - K(U)(lL”(O. J, H') 5 @“*. (3.55) 
We refer the reader to [ll] for the proofs of the last two results. Although the convergence 
of K(Q) to K(u) in Lm(Lm) has been known for a long time[ 131, the rate provided by (3.55) is 
new. 
4. ERRORESTIMATESFORACONTINUOUS-TIMEGALERKIN METHOD 
Let {M,+}, 0 < h 5 1, be a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of H’(I) which has the 
approximation property 
Inf Ilf - XIILW 5 Ch*Il~w~ (4.1) 
XEWI 
for f E w2ep (I), 1 < p < ~0. We shall need the following “inverse assumption” for some of our 
results 
A simple duality argument shows that (4.2) implies 
Where the H-’ norm was defined in (2.9). We will point out where (4.2) is required in the 
hypotheses of our theorems. 
The example we have in mind is a collection of spaces {Mh} of continuous piecewise-linear 
functions on the unit interval. Let a,, = {XO, XI,. . . , x,+,} be a partition of f with 0 = x0 < xl < 
. . . <x,+1 = 1, and let & = [Xi, Xi+,], hi = xi+1 -xi and h = max hi ior i = 0,. . . , m. The spaces 
, 
M,, = {X E C(f): x(4 is linear, i = 0,. . , m} satisfy (4.1). If we assume that the partitions are 
quasi-uniform, i.e. 
max hi/h) s C (C independent of h) (4.4) 
i.i 
for all partitions Sh, then (4.2) holds[l5]. 
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In this section we shall need to make an additional assumption on f(t) 
f(O) = 0. (4.5) 
We shall also need to extend the domain of our coefficients f and /+_ Define k@(t) = k(g) for 
5 &f and extend the result to an even function on the real line. Let f(t) =f(M) for 
[zfi and let f(t) =f(O) = 0 for (50. As before, we define the function 
K,&) = M k@(r) dr. 
With our new definition of k,, we see that KB is an odd function on the real line. Since 
K;(t) = IQ([), KB has a C’ inverse function H, = Kp-’ on the real line. 
Let V, be the C’ map from [0, T] to Mh which satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
($HB(V~),~)-(f(Ho(V~)),x~)+(V~,x~)=Co(l)x(O,t)-C~(f)x(I,~) (4.6) 
for x E MJ, and t E (0, T]. Let the initial function V,,(O) E Mh be given by 
P,,Hp ( V/, (0)) = huot (4.7) 
where Ph is the L2 projection onto Mh. 
In (4.6) and (4.7), V,, is our piecewise linear Galerkin approximation to KS(+) and 
U,, = Hp( V,,) approximates uP 
To see that V,,(O) exists and is unique, we note that Ph 0 HB is a continuous coercive 
monotone map from Mh to itself. For Xi and X2 in MJ,, 
(P~H~(X,)-P~H~(X~),X,-X,)=(P~HB(X,)-P~H~(XZ), KB(H~(X,))-K~(H~(X2))) 
= W&U - fbW2), K,W,W,N - JWbW2)N 
2 C**lJK,W,dXN - K,G&z(X~))~~~ 
= c**j\x, - x2112 (4.8) 
where we used (2.27) for KB(tJ). Bound (4.8) shows that Pk 0 Ho is coercive and monotone. 
The continuity of Ph 0 Ho follows from the continuity of Ho on the real line. By the theory of 
monotone operators [16], Ph 0 HB is a bijective map from Mh to itself, and so there exists a 
unique solution to (4.7). The existence and uniqueness of V*(f) for 0 < ! 5 T follows from the 
fundamental theorem of ordinary differential equations. 
It is sometimes convenient o write (4.6) and (4.7) in the form 
(U,,,, x)-(!(K), x~)+(K,(U,,)~, xx) = Co(t)x(O)- C~(r)x(l),x E Mh, O<t 5 T (4.9) 
where Uh = H,(Vh) P Mh. The reason we approximated KB(ua) by the piecewise linear 
function Vh and then approximated us itself by Uh = H,( Vh) is that this procedure has a higher 
known rate of convergence than a scheme in which I+ is approximated irectly by piecewise 
linear functions [11. 
In our analysis we shall assume that the Galerkin approximation V,, to K,(Q) is bounded 
I 
II Vh IIL=co. 7L’) 5 c. (4.10) 
We are now in a position to estimate the rate at which U,, converges to U. 
THEOREM 4.1 
Assume (4.5). (4.10) and the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 hold. Let u be the solution of 
(1.4)-(1.6) and let U,, = H,( V, ), where Vh solves (4.6) and (4.7). Let p = /3(h) be given by 
@=~~h*‘, /~=(4+2~)/(2+4v+v~) (4.11) 
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for some positive constant fi,,. Then 
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and 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Estimates (4.12) and (4.15) requires the inverse assumption (4.2); bounds (4.13) and (4.14) do not. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we should point out that the bounds 
(4.12)-(4.15) may not be sharp. If the regularity conjecture 
au /I II 2+v ar SC, y=- L’CL’) 1+v’ (4.16) 
is valid, then for any p~p~h~‘(‘+~) the rates in (4.12)-(4.15) would become O(hY), O(h’), 
0th 2/(2+v)) and O(hl/(I+v) ), respectively. These results are currently known only in the special case 
(3.24). (See Theorem 4.1 of [l] or [2].) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We begin by defining a discrete analogue of the H-’ solution 
operator we introduced in (2.5)-(2.7). Let T,, be the map from H-‘(I) to M,, given by Thf = W,,, 
where 
(Kx,xx)=(f-~fdx7x) forallx E Mh (4.17) 
and 
I, W,,ds=lfdx. (4.18) 
Notice that Th = Eh o T, where & is the mean value prwmhg elliptic projection Of H’(I) onto 
Mh.t The operator T,, defines a norm on h$, 
IlxlILH-v,, = (Thx, x1 for all x E M,. (4.19) 
The &’ norm is always bounded by the H-’ norm on Mh 
+ (/,xdX)21”2s (li(TxLI12+ (/rxdX)1J”2 
= (TX, x) = llxll~-~ 
(4.20) 
because Eh has norm 1 as an operator on H’(I). If the quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4) holds, then 
the H-’ and H-’ norms are equivalent on lki, [l]; i.e. there is a constant A >O such that 
AlkllH-l s Ikllfi-l 5 I&‘, for all X f!! Mh. (4.21) 
Apply T,, to equation (4.9) to get 
T,~h,+K,(U,)=EhI’f(Uh)dy+Ch(l) 
0 
where Ch is independent of x. Subtract his from the relation 
Tu,, + &(~a) = I :f(u,)dy + C(t), (4.23) 
+1x. for f E H’(f), define EJ E Mh by (Cf.- E,,j),, xx) = 0 for all x E Mh and J, (/ - Ehf) dx = 0. 
(4.22) 
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with C(t) independent of x, and write the difference as 
We used the fact that Thf = TJ’,,j for any function f in L*(Z). 
Since 1 E Mhr (4.7) implies 
I u~-U~(O)dx=(uo-U~,1)=(P~u~-P~U~,1)=0. I (4.25) 
Choosing x = 1 in (4.9), we see that 
$ U,,dx=C,(t)-C,,(t)=; (4.26) 
It follows that ug - U,, has mean value zero on I for all t E [O, 7’1. Integrating (4.24) against 
up - U,, we get 
(4.27) 
Notice that (C(t)- C,,(f), (u, - U,,)(f)) = 0 for all times t E [0, T]. 
We bound the first term on the right side of (4.27) as follows 
for functions of mean value zero, so that 
(-& Th&(& - Uh),; X) 
= ($E,T(u, - Ut,),-.$ X) 
=(-X1,’ (uB- r;,)dzdy,-$ x) 
x 
=- ui&d.Y,-& X , for all x E h!f/,. 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
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where C* is the constant in (2.22). Notice that (4.5) implies that f(5) =f~(t). The first term in 
(4.31) may be hidden in the second term on the left side of (4.27). 
To treat the second and third terms on the right side of (4.27), we need the estimate{151 
IIU - ~h)flILW 5 C~211flIw~.w, (4.32) 
for all f in Wzv” (I), 1 < p < a. Since 
llVIIW~+V~ 5 CllfllLW (4.33) 
for f E w*p(, 1 < p < m[7], we have 
ID- Th)fllLP =IIU - &)VllLP 5 c~‘llmv~.~ 5 CwllLp (4.34) 
forfE Lp(I), l<p<m. 
Bound the second term on the sight side of (4.27) by 
In (4.35) we have used Holder’s inequality and estimates (3.19), (2.28) for K,(t) and (4.34). 
Bound the third term on the right side of (4.27) by 
where we have used Holder’s inequality, (3.19), (2.28) and (4.32). 
Combining (4.27), (4.28), (4.31) (4.35) and (4.36), 
&$?I(+- Cih)//ZH’+~(Kp(u8)-KQI(~~).u~- Llh)IChZY((IUprIlrrc,,+Ilf(up)x/IYLlcl,) 
+ clphcup - m,il’,-I. (4.37) 
Integrate in time and use Gronwall’s lemma, (3.27) and (3.28) to see that 
(4.38) 
for some n >O. Combine (4.38), (2.27) and (3.9) to verify (4.13). Estimates (4.38), (2.28) and 
(3.10) imply (4.20). Notice that the quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4) and the resulting bound 
(4.2) have not yet been invoked. 
We assume (4.4) and (4.2) in the remainder of this proof. By (4.21), 
‘~*IPh($4 - vh)llt-,,-l, slp/l(u, - Uh)I(;“(fi-‘) 5 Ch”. (4.39) 
PL 1+v 
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In order to prove (4.12), we shall need an L”(H-‘) bound on (I - Ph)(up - P,U,,). We begin with 
the estimate 
w - Ph)(% - ph~hh”,H-‘) = llu - Ph)U&(H-‘) 5 ChJ((Z - Ph)(UB)(II.",L2,. (4.40) 
For e >O, let uaf(x, t) = max {Q(x, f). E}. By estimates (3.38) and (3.39), we know that 
so that 
This yields 
(4.43) 
Combine (4.40) and (4.43) to see that 
/((I - Ph)(uB - PhUp)(jL=cH-~j d’hl+“‘(l+y)’ = Chy. (4.44) 
Combine (4.39), (4.44) and (3.8) to verify (4.12). 
Finally, (4.38), (4.39) and (4.2) yield 
BY (4.43), 
(I& (up-- ph uh )llLx(L2) 5 h CIIPh(UP - PJJh)IIL=(H-l) 5 c h2’-‘. 
)((I - P,,)& - P&)IIL=(L~) 5 Ch”(‘+‘). 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
Combine (4.45), (4.46) and (3.8) to verify (4.12). cl 
We can also estimate the error in our Galerkin approximation U,, to u in stronger norms. 
THEOREM 4.2 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, 
Jju - PJ_Jhllr=(~2+‘, I Chd(2+y) (4.47) 
and 
lIK(u) - K( uh )I~L%Y’) 5 Chd2. (4.48) 
Estimates (4.47) and (4.48) do not require the quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4). 
In the special case (3.24), a stronger esult is known 
THEOREM 4.3 
Let u be the solution of (3.24) with Neumann boundary data (1.2) and initial data (1.3). Let 
0 5 p % &d/h, for some constant PO > 0. Then, 
IIu - U,&=(LQI Ch1’3, (4.49) 
and 
I/K(u) - &(Uh)11~2~~1) 5 Ch”‘. (4.50) 
The quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4) is not required here. 
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We refer the reader to Ill] for a proof of the last result. If one could verify the regularity 
conjecture (4.16). then for p % &h”“+“‘, we would have 
instead of bounds (4.47) and (4.48). 
5. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR A DISCRETE-TIME GALERKIN METHOD 
We shall study the backward-difference time discretization of the procedure introduced in 
Section 4. Let N, be a positive integer and let AT = T/N. We define the piecewise-linear 
functions Vho, . . . , VhN E M,, to be the solutions of the algebraic problem 
( Hp( Vhn+‘)- Hp( Vh”) At ’ x > - (f(Hp(Vh”+‘),Xx)+(V~=‘, x*1 = cl(t"+l)x(l)- Co(t,+l)x(O) 
(5.1) 
for x E Mh and n = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. The initial function V,” is the solution of 
P&J ( V,O) = PhUO. (5.2) 
In (5.1) and (5.2), HP([) = &‘(t), and /? will be chosen as a function of h later on. 
The existence and uniqueness of V,,’ has already been discussed. It is easy to see that the 
nonlinear operator on Mh which takes Vh” to Vhn+’ given in (5.1) is continuous, coercive, and 
monotone by an extension of the argument in (4.8). By the Browder-Minty Theorem[l6], this 
shows that the VhR’s exist and are unique for n = 0, 1,. . . , N. 
In (5.1) and (5.2), we have approximated the solution of the nonlinear differential problem 
(1.4)-( 1.6) by the solutions V,,“, . . . , V,,N of a sequence of nonlinear algebraic problems. It is 
obviously necessary to approximate the integrals in (5.1) by a quadrature rule and then solve 
the resulting nonlinear algebraic problem by, say, a successive substitution technique. Our error 
analysis will yield bounds on u(t.)- Vhn (with tn = nAt, n = 0,. . . , N) where V,” is not 
directly computable. 
However, once one can estimate the discrepancy between u(t,) and V,,“, then one knows 
how accurately one must approximate V,,” by the solution of a sequence of linear algebraic 
problems in order to preserve the overall accuracy of the method. This provides a guide to how 
often one needs to iterate in a successive substitution scheme to approximate V,” at the nth 
time step. 
As in Section 4, we introduce the notation Uh” = HB( Vhn) and rewrite (5.1) and (5.2) as 
Uh n+l - uhn 
At ’ x > - wUh”+‘), xx)+ (&mn+‘L, xx) = cl(~“+l)xw- Co(~“+‘)XKv. 
(5.3) 
forx E Mh, n=O,l,..., N-1,and 
Ph u,” = P&. (5.4) 
Recall that Uhn sf Mh. In this section, we shall cite our error estimates for the procedure (5.1) 
and (5.2) and only prove the first result (Theorem 5.1). 
THEOREM 5.1 
Assume that the 
U,,” = Hp( V,,“) where 
as in (4.11). Then 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 hold, and assume (4.5) holds. Let 
vh” E Mh, n =O,..., N, is given by (5.1) and (5.2). Let p = P(h) = Poh” 
max /u(t,)- P,,U,,“llH-~(,) % C(h(2+v)‘2.p + (At)y’2), 
n (5.5) 
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go /[K(u) - Vh”~~~2(,) . *ty I C(h(2+Y”?. Ir+ (At)“*), 
(go (lu(t,) - U,“jI;%c,j . At) ““+“’ 5 C(h” + (At)“‘+“) 
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(5.6) 
(5.7) 
and, with At = UT@‘“+“’ 
(5.8) 
Estimates (5.5) and (5.8) require the quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4); estimates (5.6) and (5.7) 
do not. 
If the regularity conjecture (4.16) is valid then we can replace (5.5)-(5.8) with the estimates 
max I}u(t,) -P,,ljhnllH-’ I C(hy + (At)“‘), 
n 
(5.9) 
( gO IJK(u)(t,) - V,,“I/:Z . At)“* 5 C(hY + (AW”), (5.10) 
gO Ilu(t,) - &“I@L . At)“*+” I C(h2”‘+“‘+(At)‘~“+“‘) (5.11) 
and, with At I Ch’, 
max IJu(t,)- P,,U,,“I(LZ I C(h"('+"' + (Af)“‘20+“‘). 
” 
(5.12) 
Estimates (5.9)-(5.12) are presently known only for the special case (3.24). Notice that in (5.9) 
and (5.12) the two-to-one ratio of convergence rates in space and time, which is known for 
nondegenerate parabolic problems, carries over to the present case. 
THEOREM 5.2 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, 
IllaX Ill&,) - u,,” jlL2vcr, I C {hfi’(*+“‘+ (At) M(‘+4(2+u’l} 
n 
and 
( n$o lIK(u)(t,) - V,,"ll$~) . Af)li2s C{h”‘* + (At)“‘2”+y”}. 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
Estimates (5.13) and (5.14) do not require the quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4). 
THEOREM 5.3 
In the special case of equation (3.24) with boundary data (1.2) and initial data (1.3), 
max (/U(L) - UhnllL3’,’ I C{h ‘I3 + (At)‘/‘j} 
n (5.15) 
and 
“$J(K(u)(i,)- Vh”l($,,‘. At)“*d C(h”2+(Af)“4). (5.16) 
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The quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4) is not required. If the regularity conjecture (4.16) is valid, 
then we may replace (5.13) and (5.14) with 
and 
max IIll - uhnI(L:_Y,I’ 5 C(h?‘[“‘““““” + (~t)“[“+““*‘““) 
” 
( 
$ IIK(U,(t”)- V,~/l$,,, . q I C(h”“+“‘+(~t)“[~“+““). 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
We shall give a brief proof of the first result in this section. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1: We shall use the notation U” = u(t,)= u(n . Al) and (a’~)” = 
(llU)(u”+’ - u”) for n = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1 and adopt similar notation for up and U,,. 
Apply the operator T,, defined in (4.17) and (4.18) to equation (5.3) and write the result as 
where Chn+’ is a constant, for n = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. Subtract (5.19) from (4.23) and write the 
difference in the form 
Th((a+u,)” -(~+uh)")+(&(Up) n+‘-K,(CI,)“‘)=E,,-+~n+‘)-f(~,,“+’)d~ 
+ (T, - T)(a+u,)” + (I - E,( f(u,“+‘) dy 
+(T(u,,(tn,,)-(d+ua)"))+(C(t,+,)-Ch"+'). (5.20) 
Integrate (5.20) against up”+’ - Uhn+‘, which has mean value zero on 1, and use the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality 
&{IIph(u, - uh)“+‘l,h -I,ph(u_8 - ~h)“II~-‘}+(~~(Up”+‘)- &( u,,““), U,j”+’ - &,“+I) 
5 E,, o’;f(us”+’ 
( I 
)-f(&“+‘)dy&+‘- u,,n+‘,+((bE,) 
I 
;’ f(u,“+‘) dv. up”+’ - U,“‘+i) 
+ (( Th - T)(a+u,)“, up”+’ - Uh”+‘)+(T(~~,(tn+,)-(a+~~)“), up n+’ - &n+‘). (5.21) 
By the argument of (4.29)-(4.31), we can bound the first term on the right side of (5.21) by 
) -f(uh”+‘)l(* + chid,&+“+’ - U,“+‘)ll$-‘. (5.22) 
The first term in (5.22) may be hidden on the left side of (5.21) by (2.31) with a = up”“(x) and 
h = U,,“+‘(x). The second term on the right side of (5.21) may be bounded by 
cll(l- E/,) lo'/(U,"+') dy(JI~c~, +a C***l\Up”+‘- r/h"+'ll$ 
5 C~*vllf(~g”+‘)xIlt~cr, + f (&(Ufln+‘)- K,( &“+‘),q?“+ - Ljh”+‘), (5.23) 
where we used (2.28) and (4.32). 
We shall need the regularity estimate 
(If(Uj&ll~“(L’) 5 Cp-(v’(‘+v”. (5.24) 
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We begin with the bound 
which follows from (3.44), (2.2), (3.2) and (4.41). Use (3.8) (5.25) and the Riesz-Thorin 
interpolation theorem[l4] to verify (5.24). Thus, the first term on the right side of (5.24) is 
O(h2YP _ w~l+v)))~ 
Next, we must treat the third term on the right side of (5.21). We may bound this term by 
using (3.19) and (4.39) to see that 
We may use (2.27) to hide the last term on the right side of (5.26). Since 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
we may use (3.27) to get the bound 
1 (v/(l+u)) 
‘cO.T.L’)~C.p- . 
Finally, we bound the last term on the right side of (5.21) by 
(5.28) 
Cp-(u&‘J,(t,+,) - (a+Ug)n)llrr(,) +; C***(lU$+’ - Uhn+‘llZLt~Yl,, (5.29) 
and hide the last term in (5.29) on the left side of (5.21). To treat the first term in (5.29) notice 
that 
+,(i)d;ds) =-&[;+‘I,‘“+‘- TuprtdTds, 
(5.30) 
where, differentiating (4.22) with respect o time, 
- TUB,, = &(U,)r - I o1 f(uph dy + C’(t). (5.31) 
By (3.40) and (3.44) the terms on the right side of (5.31) are bounded in L’(O, T, I,‘) in- 
dependently of 8. Thus, 
1 
I 
I,- I 
‘t ,, (?“A’ - s)“(~+“)IITu~~,JIL’,,’ ds 
5 C(At)“““” lI%rll~vr..r,_,. L’(I)), (5.32) 
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where we used Holder’s inequality. Summing over n, we have 
because y = [(2 + v)/(l + v)] 52 and IITu~~‘~.~‘LY’ 5 CI~T%‘//L.+LQ. 
By (5.21)-(5.24), (5.27), (5.29) and (5.32), we have 
& lIPh(UL3”” - Uh”+‘#-‘(r) -IIphtus” - ~hih”)ll~-,(,)+~(KU(UBn+‘)- Kp uh”+‘), up  - uIn+‘)7 
I CllPh (Up”+’ - Uhn+‘)lJ&) + Ch*Yp’+“‘+ Ch*q(~+~p)"/ILw, 
+ CtAt)“(‘+“‘llT~g~~llt=(r,. t.+ LY(I))- (5.34) 
Multiply (5.34) by At and sum on n, using the discrete Gronwall lemma 
N-l 
max JIPh (UBn+’ - 
n 
Uh”+‘)(J$-‘(,) + n “TO (K&q”+‘) - K,( Uh”+‘), u/+’ - Ljhn+‘) . Al 
N-l N-l 
< c+yp-f~(‘+y))+ ch*y “z. Il(a+~~)“l~;~~,~~ At + CW)’ nzo l(TUga(lZv(r,.r,+,.~r) 
5 C+/3-(‘4(‘+Y)) + C(At)y. 
Use inequalities (2.27), (2.28), (3.9) and (3.10) to verify (5.6) and (5.7). 
Under the quasi-uniformity assumption (4.4), 
4lPh (43” - Uh”)lh, 4IPh(q3” - Uh%--‘(r). 
We may use the argument in (4.39)-(4.46) to see that 
max /[(I - Ph)(ugn - PhUh”)(~Lz~I~ I Ch “(‘+“) 
n 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
and 
max [I(1 - ph )(uP” - phUhqIH-I(I) 5 ch’+(“(‘+v)) = ChY. (5.38) 
n 
Combine (3.8), (5.35) and (5.38) to prove (5.5). Use (3.8), (4.2), (5.35) and (5.37) to verify (5.8). 
We conclude this report with a table of proved and conjectured convergence rates for 
“small” values of u. 
The space convergence rates in (5.39) and (5.40) also hold in the discrete-time norms given in 
(5.43). The times rates in the fourth and fifth columns of (5.41) requires At 5 Ch’. 
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